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P-Minus Potpourri
I hope that no one missed me too
much last month but I had to take a

lain") over a typically dungeon-spawned
beat. The Hill is back to reclaim any fans
that left them after the last album, and
I think this is a wonderful invitation to

slower, bass-heavy groove. "Killa Hill"
features Prince Rakeem and U-God ("the
Globetrotter, call me Meadowlark
Lemon; five part criminal, two part vilCORRECTIONS

Please note the following changes to information in the October 1995 issue of
the Vinyl Exchange:

For information on DJ Rectangle's mix
tape, "Ill Rated," call Active Entertainment at 714.828.MIXX.
3-Deep Street Promotions' new phone
number is 619.466.0331 .

. .. continued on page 6
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1995 West Coast DMC

Jason Hodges

This year's DMC West Coast DJ Championship once again revealed that DJing
is perhaps hip-hop's most progressively
evolving element, but not without some
contention. Held in Hollywood's Hotel
Roosevelt, the competition brought together turntable technicians from all
over the mid-West and West Coast.
The first round (two-minute sets by
each DJ) of 18+ DJs had a lot of gems in
it, a few flats, but was mainly marred by
equipment failure that caused a lot of
understandable frustration. However,
out of the chaos and delays, six DJs made
it into the final round: King IXL (from
Minneapolis), Babu (Oxnard), Melo-D
(LA), Disk (Bay Area), Yuze (LA via Tokyo)
and Ruthless (San Diego). For the most
part, Babu, who was a finalist last year,
rocked the room with a show of skills
blending both beat-juggling and scratching. Melo-D also came strong and picked
some crowd-pleasing grooves out the
sleeve for maximum effect. However, the
closest competition of the evening came
down between King IXL and Disk, even
though the two didn't go head to head.
XL toned his body tricks act down from
last year but saved a little set which had

PHOTOS
DJ Stef; courtesy of Loud, DJ Babu
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This issue is dedicated to Don Cherry.

r--------------------------------,
Get the Vinyl Exchange delivered to your door! Subscriptions are only $7 for 12 issues and
that's just to pay for postage. Please fill this out, make a copy of it (You wouldn't want to
cut up the newsletter, would you?) and send it to us with a check or money order payable
to Parlay Graphics and we'll hook you up! Thanks for supporting vinyl.
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the crowd on its feet by the end. Disk
held his own by concentrating on his
forte, incredible scratching.
In the end though, King IXL took the
precious third place spot by only half a
point over Disk. Some DJs were upset
with the decision, claiming that mass
appeal won over masterful artistry, show
over skill. On the flip side, XL came with
a more diverse set overall which scored
points with the judges. All controversy
aside though, the night belonged to the
Beat Junkies with members Melo-D
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and Babu coming in second and first respectively, which didn't surprise a lot of
the competition who've known about
their sick skills for a while now.
Nationals are going to be in January,
in San Francisco. Y'all who missed the
show in LA, be sure to make the drive
up to the Bay in the Nine-Six when East
meets West to decide who can tweak the
Technics with the best techniques.

- OLI

Sound Wars 3
Sound Wars 3, the DMC southwestern
eliminations, was held on October 25th,
1995 in Dallas, Texas. DJ Del from Dallas (who won Sound Wars 1) took first
place. The competition featured an exhibition by DJs Q-Bert, Disk, Shortkut and
Mixmaster Mike.

• STEPHANIEf"DJ STEF"
(Thanks to Kevin Dudley for the info.)

Vestax 1995 DJ Competition
Vestax, along with Up Above Records
and Martin Lighting, held its 1995 USA
Battle DJ Competition on Friday, November 10, 1995 at the Variety Arts Center in downtown Los Angeles. Judges included Q-Bert, Shortkut, King Tech, the
Ruffnexx of Power 106, Rob One, Cut Chemist, Nu-Mark, Mark-Luv and DJ Rhettmatic.

It was all about the Beat Junkies with
the following results: first place Melo-D,
second place Babu and third place Symphony. Congratulations to Melo-D, who
will go on to Japan for the Vestax World
Championships. His grand prize included two Vestax PDT-5000 turntables
and a Vestax PMC-05 Pro mixer.
The competition was all high-caliber,
with other entries being DJs Ruthless,
RipOne, LA Wreckless and Bay Area DJs
Disk and Quest.
• STEPHANIEj"DJ STEF"
(Thanks to Taek Kwon and Rhettmatic.)
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lnterVIEW: DJ Babu
[The following interview was conducted before Babu took first place in the 1995 West
Coast DMC this past October. - Ed.)
DJ Babu has been attracting a lot of attention recently with his outstanding performances in the battling circuits, most notably the 1994 West Coast DMC (where he
placed second) and the DMC USA, where
he showed the crowd why he's one of the
best Dfs out there right now. Since then,
heads have been waiting to hear more from
Babu, and they got a little more of him in
the recently released Bomb Df album. Also,
Babu's just put out a phat mix tape. I consider Babu a member of the new breed of
Dfs, Dfs who are advancing the artform to
the next level by using the turntable as a
musical instrument. Throughout our conversation, Babu pointed out that "Dfing" is
not really an appropriate term for what he
does. Rather, he considers himself a "tumtablist," a vinyl musician.
Taek: Favorite aspect of DJingP
Babu: It's just in my heart, man. It's
like whenever I get a problem or whatever I just jump on the turns and forget
about everything. I guess what it is, it's
my most natural form of expression, my
only outlet these days.
T: What got you started in DJingP
B: Actually, I'd known a couple of
homies who had turntables and I'd just
go over to their place every day and I'd
always been around them and well, I'd
always been into hip-hop music.
T: What are some of your notable battling
experiencesP
B: My first big battle was in early '92,
that was a small battle here in Santa Barbara, and that was versus DJ Rhettmatic.
That's where I met Shortkut and the rest
of the Beat Junkies. And then I hooked
up with this Rap Sheet battle, the one on
my tape, and I battled Shortkut there. I
lost to him in the semifinals. That was
my first big take on bigtime battling.
Even though I didn't win it was a really
good experience. I mean, I was going up
against Short, and I was like daamn, I
can't believe I'm on the same stage as
him, know what I'm sayin? And after
that battle I also met D-Styles, and Melo,
and we really hit it off. He invited me
to join, and they asked me to be down
right before I left for the DMC USA finals. I'm like the newjack in that crew.
T: I know that you're into producing and
are looking to get into it. Tell me about that
and where you'd like to go with it.
B: Well, at the time I feel like my time
is mostly devoted to the turntables. But
as soon as I'm done more with my battling days then I want to get more into

sampling and all of that, cause one of
my dreams is to get into big-time producing. Well, maybe not big-time, but
real hardcore. That's where I wanna be
later on. Just right now I do a lot of
record collecting and I'm just trying to
get into it like that and hopefully when
I'm done with battling I can sit down
with just my music and ... maybe my
ears and my record collection will be developed enough so that I can move
along and come out with something.
But right now I'm nowhere near where
I wanna be in producing yet, not even.
Right now I'm just putting little stuff together in my room and some of it is on
my tapes for people to hear, but it's just
fooling around really.
T: Well, I'm sure a lot of it has to do with
equipment. Once you can mess around with
the expensive toys, that'll just expand your
horizons and just let you be more creative.

B: Oh no doubt. Right now I'm just on
some mad old school shit, you know.
But it's a start though, I can't complainit samples. I know there's probably mad
fools out there rockin' little Gemini samplers and shit so I can't complain. Whatever it takes, whatever's clever. I mean,
I'll be mad fingering shit in my room, I
don't even have a sequencer or nothing
yet. But .. .I guess I can sum it up by saying that I'd like to be the first one to
come out as kinda like both a Q-Bert and
a Premier. I'm aiming to be like both,
know what I'm saying, those guys to me
have really mastered their craft and I
guess my goal is to reach both levels. I
mean, why can't there be somebody like
that? I guess the X-Men are kinda starting to do that with Rob and Roe getting
more into the production side.
T: [Roe and Rob are] both hella dope and
I'm really into the production sidt;1 of them
and all that. I guess it's just tough to juggle your time between straight turntables
and producing, know what I meanP

B: Yeah, that's what I'm saying. I'd love
to get my respect in the battling circuits
and hopefully as a world champion DJ or
whatever but also I wanna be known for
making dope-ass records too though. I'll
always stay with my turntables though,
man. It's just like these days people think
of battle DJs as kind of this cute little
thing on the side, and they don't realize that the hardcore battle DJs are mad
knowledgeable too. Records are our life
regardless. It all started with the DJs,
know what I'm saying? There's probably mad DJs that can cut it up but they
also have beats too though.
T: How do you think the role of the DJ in
hip-hop has changed since you first startedP
Any guesses as to where it's headedP

B: As far as I understood, as far as rap
groups, I always felt there should be a
DJ there. He was just the backbone of
the group and with the music, he was
the one playing the beats basically. But
it really evolved all wrong, and now I
just see a lot of DJs, most DJs, just faking
it. There's just a lot of fakeness. DJs started using the microphone more than the
turntable. To be honest, I think hardcore DJing is a little too advanced for
rap shows. One thing I noticed with
dudes like my boy Sinister who's with
Common, he was telling me that "Yo man,
these crowds they don't know the time
so I gotta come with my more basic, softer, more visual and appealing stuff." I
mean, at least Common's letting him
represent, which isn't always the case
with rap groups these days. But it's just
wack that heads don't know the time
when it comes to DJing. And so here we
are practicing hard as hell and developing scratching but heads just don't know
the time. I just hope in general that more
groups start utilizing the DJs for what
they really are.
T: I'll second that. But I don't see it happening though. To me producing has distanced itself so much from DJing that I don't
think you could say that most rap groups
have a DJ nowadays.

B: I don't know why it's like that now,
Taek. This is a general statement, don't
get me wrong, there's probably some
hard-ass DJs DJing for rap groups, but it
seems like most of the DJs that DJ for
rap groups, they're all toys man. It's like
they're probably just the rappers' homies
and they bought em a set of turntables
and they were like, cool let's hit the road.
Just like, play this play that and just sit
on the side. Know what I mean?

quirks of its own. I don't know, maybe
that's just where I'd like to see DJing go.
Naw, but it's not just me though, I can
see it blowing up already, at least out
here, out West. Like I think one step in
the right direction was Q-Bert's records.
'Cause what's dope about them is that
everybody has access to them and it sets
a standard. I really think it's a big innovation cause you can test each other's
skills. I'm not saying everybody should
use the same records, part of being a DJ
is digging through the crates and coming up with individual records and making your own shit. But also I think it's
really dope that there's a standard so that
you can just say, let's see who tears it up
the best. A lot of people probably think
it's cheating cause it's got all those samples right there on one record and it's
like oh, they always cut the same sound.
But it's not even about what the sound
is, but more how you flip it. The record
is just a way that the DJ can display his
scratches and show his style. People have
to learn to listen to the style of a DJ, not
just what records he's using, but how
he's using them too.
T: Who influenced your DJing the mostP I
know you're involved with X-Factor. What
exactly is that and what are you guys working on, what's the purpose for that crewP
How'd you get involved with themP

B: I guess being Filipino and from the
West Coast, definitely Q-Bert and Mixmaster Mike. A lot of Q-Bert, also Steve
Dee and Rob Swift. As far as more old
school DJs, of course Jazzy Jeff, Miz, Cooley, Aladdin-I liked Aladdin a lot. My
biggest influence music-wise is my
homeboy Kan Kick. (Check Babu's mixtape where the whole second side is produced by Kan Kick.) If it wasn't for him
my musical tastes would probably be
wack [laughs].
X-Factor is a new crew consisting of myself, Shortkut, Roe Raider, Sinister, Rob
Swift. I was made a member of that over
the '94 USA DMC battle. It was really an
honor, that alone was more than worth
the trip out there. Those are all guys I
really look up to, and now to be down
with them, it's like a -dream come true.

T: I know exactly what you mean. DJing as
an artform is just underground now. Like
you guys.

T: Damn, that's a fresh-ass crew! One last
question, actually I'm gonna start asking
this to DJs I interview. What's your most
prized piece of vinylP

B: Actually, you know where I see DJing
headed? I see it going into a little subculture of its own. I see DJing blowing
up to the point that we have our own
magazine and the battle scene will be
like the tennis circuits with all the rankings and shit. It's just that DJing is for
DJs, pretty much. It has so many little

B: My one most prized? Damn, I don't
know. It'd have to be either Ultramagnetic MC's-Critical Beatdown, Gang StarrStep in the Arena, Daily Operation, Lord Finesse-Funky Technician.
DJ Babu's tape "Comprehension" can
be ordered by calling 805.484.8393.
TAEK KWON, THE CHILLSBURY DO-BOY
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continued from page 1 ...
on Limbo St. records. The first track,
"Who U Talkin' 2," is some ol' next level
crazy mental disturbance ill-phonic shit.
From my first listen I was snared by
Tony's lyrical lasso, and the beat is just
as inviting. "Molasses" features Pimpin'
Comprehension guest-rhyming over a
way-slow dentist office muzak beatoriginality is always a plus! And finally,
"Gots To Get My Man On" is another
slow jammie with beats sparse enough
to highlight Tony's butta pimp-flow.
Could Tony Da Skitzo be my favorite
new artist? Just maybe. Another artist
into the sparse beat groove is Mannish,
with the "Expect That" 12-inch (Correct), on which they are joined by Real
Thorough. The Bird mix is a bass heavy
head-nodder proving that Mannish is a
lyrical contender not to be ignored. The B-Zar mix adds some ill sound effects to
make a the track sound a bit fuller. Give this joint some love 'cause my manJellow
(of EMI fame) just started working for Correct-welcome him to his new home.
The only live show I've seen was an explosion of Palo Alto artists at the Cocodrie
in SF. Representing to the fullest was Sacred Hoop who rocked some new tracks off
their forthcoming LP plus a few of the hits off their simmering EP. They are also in
the midst of putting together a distribution deal with Ruffhouse so I wish them
luck. Next up was 3rd Sight, two MCs who put together some lovely, grimy beats but
their vocals were too loud for me to hear a damn thing they said. Good potential
though. Before the final set, a PA freestyle broke out amongst all the performing
artists plus a kid named Divine (I think, again) who looked drunk as sin but still tore
the house down and easily won the MC crown for the night. Keep an ear out for him.
The last group was Rollo's Kitchen, a live hip-hop band which quickly proved itself
to be my second favorite live group, next to the Roots, of course. What separated
this crew from the mass of other similar groups was that 1) the rhymer was dope on
every song; straight up hardcore shit! and 2) the DJ was an integral part of the band,
cutting and scratching in every song, not just sitting in the back pretending to have
a pulse. Do not pass up on these kids if they are in town again-you will regret it.
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now; buy it, live it, learn it, revere it. As
always, keep the mail and donations
pouring in to P-Minus@Gavin, 140 2nd
St. - 2nd Floor, SF, CA 94105. And remember, I got mad little white kids wishing they could be me.
-P-MINUS
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Top 15 Reggae Dancehall
by "Rasta" Cue-Tip
Megatone Sounds, San Francisco
1. Rock and Comeen (Evil Dee Remix) LADY APACHE feat. FINSTA & BUNDY
(Nervousf\¥eeded)
2. Miss Ivey Last Son (Remix) - BOUNTY
KILLER (White Label)

VINYL
for sale or trade
STACKS OF WAX.Jazz,
soul, funk, rap, etc ...
call or fax want list to
415.252.7817.
SOUL, R&B & jazz LPs,
buy, sell trade. Visa,
MC, Amex. Dane C.
LaBarr,
P.O.
Box
260834, Tampa, FL
33685, USA. Tel/fax
813.882 .3929. E-mail
dcLabarr@gate.net.
RECKLESS RECORDS
carries a wide selection
of new and used vinyl
and CDs. Mail order
available. 1401 Haight
Street (at Masonic), SF,
415.431.2920.

VINYL
wanted
ZIMBABWE DJ Killian
Mesikano aka DJ Pago,
a club DJ looking for
help from record labels, club DJs, DJ pools
to send him vinyl &
tapes. Spins rap, R&B,
ragga. Music is hard to
get in Zimbabweplease help: DJ Pago,
626-191 Close, Budiriro 1, Harare, Zimbabwe, Africa.
ATTENTION: Free airplay on Univ. of Oregon's college radio station KWVA 88.1 FM.
Send all demos etc. to
"Hip-Hop Don't Stop,"
KWVA 88.1FM, P.O.
Box 3157, University
of Oregon, Eugene, OR
97403. Representing
hip-hop to the fullest!
TECHNOFIEND seeks
anything by Juan
Atkins (Model 500,
Cybotron) and Derrick
May. Also looking for
Patrick Crowley, Detroit techno compilation LPs/mix tapes, especially the "Area
Code 313" compilation LP. Michael
Heath,
P.O.
Box
427072, San Francisco,
CA 94142.
I WANT VINYL. I'm
looking for any 90s
rock/alternative and
rap/hip-hop vinyl.
Please answer ad via
ground mail: Nick
Batyko, 103 Chaucer
Ct., Moon Ywp., PA
15108, or e-mail:
DJSpicel@aol.com.
BREAKDANCE ERA
(81-84) We're "Lookin'
For the Perfect Beat"

and others: "Clear,"
"Search & Destroy,"
"Planet Patrol," etc.
So all you "Buffalo
Gals" and "Space
Cowboys" round up
your old LPs and 12"
singles and let's keep
this "Planet Rockin!"
J & T's Ole Skool, call
916.427.1501, fax 916.
391.3032.
LOOKING FOR Special
Ed's "! Got It Made"
and "I'm the Magnificent," Ultramagnetic
MCs' "We're Ultra"
and D-Nice's "They
Call Me D-Nice" 12"
singles & Superbreaks
Vol. 1-5. Call Dean at
310.809 .6560.
LOOKING FOR BDP's
"Jack of Spades" 12",
Pete Rock's "Mecca &
the Soul Brother" (domestic) LP, De La Soul's
"Plug Tunin"' 12'',
Tribe's "Can I Kick It"
12", MC Lyte's "Cram
to Understand" 12",
and Audio Two's
"Spoiled Milk." Albert
P. 510.865.7037.
DEL RECORDS WANTED: "No Need For
Alarm" LP and these
unreleased promos: "I
Got the Pistol," "The
Operator," "Do You
Want It," "You Lost
It" and "Nowadays."
Also looking for "Taxi
Driver" by Souls of
Mischief. Buy or trade.
(Mad records to trade!)
Maurice Lee 805.499.
3876.
LOOKING FOR Ultramagnetic MCs' "Critical Beatdown" LP,
School
of Hard
Knocks LP, any Gang
Starr (1st two LPs and
their 12"s), "Code of
the Streets," Nice &
Smooth's "Skill Trade,"
BDP's "Sex and Violence" LP, Lakim Shabazz' 1st two LPs, Del's
1st LP. To trade: Organized 1st LP, Main
Source's 1st LP, Gang
Starr's 1st LP (import)
and Ultra 12"s. Call
Frank at 415.739.3430
(pgr.) or leave a message at Parlay Graphics, 415.452.8030.
NEEDED Craig G's second LP "Now That's
More Like It," BOP
"Sex and Violence" LP,
Tribe's second LP, domestic promo. Records
for trade: Organized
Konfusion's first LP,
Jungle Bros' "Doin
Our Own Dang" 12inch and Audio Two

DJ Fingaz Top Ten Chart
Empire DJs• 800.646.5016
San Diego, California
1. Big Up - DEFARI (Immortal) from
The Next Chapter compilation
2. Wearing Make Up • KOOL KEITH

3.
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formation. Pool directors DJs Eddie Def and
Quest. (So you know
it's fat!)

EVENTS
parties, battles

TAPES
mix tapes for sale

(Funkyass Records)
H~st~~R(i>fotb~) >

and "Words I Manifest;" Ill Kid Sampler
with Jeru's "Come
Clean," Big L "Devil's
Son" promo. Call/fax
Derek Slade in Australia 011.618.381.5060.

•·.·

9. Confessions Hell Don't Pay - THE

MEXAKINZ (Wild West)

Unique 90-min. acid
jazz, rare groove and
hip-hop mix tapes by
DJ Tom Simonian
Thump. 415.282.7052.
YOUR PHATTEST HIP
HOP, gangsta, underground rap mix tape
connection. Full 100
minutes, over 20 full
length songs for only
$20 includes S&H.
Need your name and
phone faxed to 510.
473.9167 for more information on ordering.

DJ POOLS
services, orgs.

10. Brown Sugar (Tech's BOP Mix) D'ANGELO (EMI)
Much props to ...Soul Society, Geo (Jive), Al (Pallas),
Western Hemisfear, Ready Rick, Ray Tamarra
(Wild West), Buckshot Records, L.A. W, DJ Rectangle and Twist, Dontrell (Buzztone), DJ Drez,
John Dance (Q-Ambient), DJ Tim, Jennifer, Norwood (Big Beat), LA Wreckless, Buddha Bob, Rob
Nice, RockSteady, Zulu Nation, Michael Nixon ...
"Spoiled Milk" 12inch. Chris 510.237.
4772.

freestyles, live tapes.
Will buy or trade. Dan
Ladd 401.294.4873.

LOOKING FOR any
Ultramagnetic MC's
vinyl on the Next
Plateau label. Also any
promo items from
Ultra or Organized
Konfusion (hats, shirts,
hoodies, etc). Anything
from these two groups:
live videos, radio

MAIN SOURCE's
"Breaking Atoms" LP
wanted. Also their
"Think" 12" on Actual
Records (1989) and
"Lookin' At the Front
Door." Looking for
Gang Starr's first single
"The Lesson" and "Believe Oat/Bust a Move"

SOUL FOOD DJ FAMILY serves radio, club,
mobile and street DJs
nationally and abroad.
Service from most
major and independent labels. Hip-Hop,
soul/R&B and reggae
charts compiled twice
a month. Call Marty
Smith at 510.729.8087.
ATTENTION DJs! Become part of an international DJ network
for and about DJs. For
application and information, send a SASE
to: DJ's Network, P.O.
Box 284, New York, NY
10012.
CUE'S record store in
Daly City, CA also runs
a record pool. Call 415.
775 .1110 for more in-

MISCELLANEOUS
NAZ RECORDS, an independent
record
label, is looking to
sign talented R&B
and rap artists . If interested, send demo ,
name, telephone number and B&W photo to
Naz records, 5301 Diamond Heights Blvd.,
Suite A, SF, CA 94131.
RETAILERS! In our 1st
Anniversary Issue, January 1996, the Vinyl Exchange will publish the
DJ RESOURCE LIST, a
list of record stores that
sell vinyl, DJ equipment stores and tape
duplication services
throughout the world.
It's free, so get on it!
Call 415.452.8030 for
a listing form.

YO! We got that fat Bay Area underground 5h*t! The limited edition Beven-Bong tape by the Hobo Junction i5 out and you can
get it right here. Featuring Hobo Junction member5 Saafir, Big
Nouz, Ra5hinel, the Whorida5, Poke Martian, J-Groove, l.Q. and
Jay-Z, thi5 i5 the rea l 5h*t you've been fiendin' for. Fill thi5 out
and Bend it along with a check or money order for $7.00 US
(include5 po5tage and handling), payable to Parlay Graphic5.
Name
Addre55
City

State

Zip

Send to: Parlay Graphic5, 236 We5t Portal Avenue #402,
San Franci5eo, CA 94127, Attn: Hobo Junction tape.
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CAPITOL RECORDS
LP All Balls Don't Bounce -

Aceyalone
CAPITOL/DELICIOUS VINYL
LP LabCabinCalifornia -

The Pharcyde
COLUMBIA/RUFF HOUSE
LP Cypress Hill III • Tem-

ples of Boom - Cypress
Hill

DBK RECORDS
Single Skinz b/w Everyday

Life - Street Poets
DEATH ROW RECORDS
Single Respect - Tha Dagg

Pound
LP Dogg Food - Tha Dagg
Pound
EMI RECORDS
LP Doe or Die - AZ (Includes
"Mo' Money, Mo' Murder"
feat. Nas .)
FREEZE
Single Dazzy Dawg - Tee

Dawg (Todd Terry)
IN-A-MINUTE RECORDS
Single Backstreet Life - To-

tally Insane

CMC/DIEHARD MUSIC
Single Two-I Got More

Flavas Den U - Deadly
(produced by the Troubleneck
Brothers)

NERVOUS
Single Look Me Up -Jay
Williams (remixes by Junior
Vasquez)
Disco Dolly (authentic disco hits)
Singles Wikka Wrap - The

Evasions b/w Keep On
Dancing - Gary's Gang

Just A Groove - The Glen
Adams Affair b/w I Can't
Stop - John Davis and the
Monster Orchestra
Strapped
Single Clap Your Hands Bobby J (straight out of the
Funkmaster Flex camp)
PAYDAY
LP Livin' Proof - Group

Home
pH 0 RECORDS
MFreedom Jazz Dance" Series:
LPs Funky Good Time -

Various, incl. Harold Ousley, Groove Holmes, Hauston Person, Grant Green
Deep Jazz Trip - Various,
incl. Eddie Jefferson, Grant
Green, Kenny Barron,
Charles Earland
PRIORITY RECORDS
Single Blah/Leflah - Fab 5
SOUTH PAW RECORDS
EP Hobo Junction EP - Eye-

Cue, Big Nose and the
Whoridas (four songs; the

Whoridas ' "Shot Callin '
Big Ballin " beats by Saafir!)
TOMMY BOY
Singles Too Hot - Coolio

Throw Your Hands Up L.V.
LP Gangsta's Paradise Coolio
UP ABOVE RECORDS
LP Kozmonauts - Key-Kool
& Rhettmatic (Double vinyl!
Call 310.549.4696.)
URBAN STREET ENTERTAINMENT
Single So Lonely - Lady Lee
WALL OF SOUND (UK)
EP Bridging The Gap - Dirty

Beatniks
WHITE LABEL
Single Brown Sugar Remix -

D'Angelo feat. Kool G. Rap
(produced by King Tech)
ZESTLAND RECORDS
Single Bloodshed - Black Lagoons "Bigfoot"(Call 212.
447.5181.)

the Vinyl Exchange
Parlay Graphics
236 West Portal Avenue #402
San Francisco, CA 94127
415.452.8030 •fax 415.665.5933

Atribute to the late Don Cherry,
Dec. 3 in SF- See page 7.

